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EXPERIENCE 

Zoox Inc., USA & Italy — Technical Programme Manager 
01/2018 - 04/2019 

- Resolved >100  technical problems during prototype build phase to meet 
project gateway successfully.  

- Successfully managed the system supplier during build phases using 
self-created management tools and system trackers 

- Took the lead on interface management to ensure all Zoox engineering 
components had working and achievable interfaces with Body. 

- Held and led daily issue resolution meetings between multiple teams 
across multiple disciplines, time-zones,and  countries. 

- Regularly presented issue resolutions at Senior & Director level and 
consistently achieved agreement and direction. 

- Delivered >90% of prototypes from Italy to Zoox and test houses on 
time and worked with teams to adjust test schedules for remaining 
vehicles. 

McLaren Automotive, UK— Project Leader (Body Engineering) 
02/2017 - 12/2017 

- Successfully delivered P15 & P13S projects to gateway by leading and 
resolving changes through established  change control process.  

- Resolved more than fifty complex technical problems with carbon fibre 
composite and metallic component designs and assemblies  

- successfully lead offshore staff teams in resolving multiple technical 
concerns to ensure gateways were met on time 

- Engaged management & leadership on more than twenty occasions to 
resolve key concerns and ensure visibility of requirement changes 

Jaguar Land Rover, UK — Lead Engineer (Adv. Body Engineering) 
07/2011 - 06/2016 

- Delivered L551 & D8 20MY to gateways within 10% of budget  for total 
Body and complete alignment with all internal stakeholders, identified 
gaps to requirements and resolution paths. 

- Resolved > 70 technical challenges on L551 project to ensure alignment 
for gateway and clear path to budget / technical agreement  

- Successfully updated key requirements of D8 20MY project following 
engagement with Marketing, Design, Manufacturing and Strategy teams 
to identify the true product nature and  balance the business needs with 
market trends and customer requirements. 

 

INTERESTS 
 
Travelling, Photography, Writing, Music, Sport, Politics 

EDUCATION 

University of Nottingham, 
UK— Mech Eng w. Honours 
09/2006 - 07/2009 

The Becket School, UK— 
A-Levels (A, B, B) 
09/2004 - 07/2006 

VOLUNTEERING 

IMechE Tutor -  
02/2017 - Present 

Tutoring affiliate IMechE members 
towards chartership 

STEM Ambassador - 
10/2011 - 06/2016 
Promoting and leading STEM 
activities in educational 
centres 

School Governor — 
10/2013 - 02/2015 
Member of School Board of 
Governors 

https://dominicjennings.com/engineer/

